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DFS AND CFS – A DRUM FILTRATION STATION AND A CENTRAL FILTRATION STATION

This circuit filtration equipment is designed for filtration of different types of liquid 
contaminated by mechanical particles, e.g. ground-off material from grinding, chips 
from machining, iron scales from alloy formation, sludge from washing and hardening 
processes, etc. When the liquid passes through the DFS and CFS equipment, it is 
decontaminated and may be used in the technological process again.

Both equipment types are custom-manufactured based on individual parameters and 
requirements, e.g. flow rate, medium to be filtered, viscosity, requested filtration depth, 
input concentration, size and shape of filtered particles. 

The definite parameter setting and configuration are prepared based on your parameters 
or sludge and liquid samples determined for a filtration that are subsequently analysed in 
our laboratory.

The equipment is designed with optimal built-in dimensions and necessary components 
and blocks.

Example of production floor:
 Central filtration station



DFS – DRUM FILTRATION STATION

The equipment is designed as a comprehensive solution for thorough filtration from 
one machine. A drum belt filter (DBF, see a separate product sheet) forms the base of 
the DFS equipment and may be installed on a storage tank with purified liquid draining 
under the belt, or on a stand next to it with purified liquid draining into the storage tank. 

Contaminated liquid is supplied into the DBF from the transport pump on the machine. 
Mechanical impurities are removed when the liquid passes through the DBF and such 
impurities are mechanically carried away by the DBF filtration belt.

The option with a storage tank may be supplemented by storage pumps, equipment for 
removal of foreign oil in water liquids, automatic liquid refuelling, cooler, retaining tank, etc.

It may also contain a pipeline returning the clear liquid back to the machines, a feedback 
branch with contaminated liquid into the filtration and a complete control system. The 
usual amount that is processed by DFS is up to 500 l/min for water-based liquids.
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CFS – CENTRAL FILTRATION STATION

The equipment is designed as a comprehensive solution of thorough filtration from 
multiple machines, the whole workshop or a facility with higher anticipated flow rates. 
The basic CFS components are a drum belt filter (DBF, see a separate product sheet) and 
a respective storage tank, including storage pumps.

Mechanical impurities are removed when the liquid passes through one or several 
DBFs and such impurities are mechanically carried away by each DBF filtration belt. The 
storage tank may be supplemented by equipment for removal of foreign oil in water 
liquids, automatic liquid refuelling, cooler, etc. For liquids with higher impurity contents, 
a sedimentation tank may be connected.

The delivery may also include a pipeline returning the purified liquid back to the 
machines, a feedback branch with contaminated liquid into the filtration and a complete 
control system.

The usual amount that is processed by the CFS is up to 10,000 l/min for water-based 
liquids. This value may be significantly increased in individual cases since all the 
components may be multiplied.
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